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Plan for Week –
Australian Animals!

Task 1 – read ‘Wombat goes Walkabout’  - describing actions
Task 2 – Animal poems – read and perform
Task 3 – plan animal poem
Task 4 – write animal poem
Task 5 – decorate and perform your poem



SPaG – revising writing numbers 
as words

Spelling numbers:

We mostly use these numerals to write numbers:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

But we can also write numbers in words:

zero       one     two     three     four  …

Watch these videos and practice spelling the words 1- 10.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SzfFzJGwwZQ

https://www.youtube.com/wa

tch?v=wfcikycYrVM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SzfFzJGwwZQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfcikycYrVM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfcikycYrVM


Wombat Goes Walkabout

Today we are going to listen to the story

‘Wombat Goes Walkabout’ by Michael Morpurgo.

Whilst you are listening to the story, think

about the different animals and what they

do.

For example, Wombat says:

“I dig a lot and I think a lot.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VXPxb

BQodek

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VXPxbBQodek


Describing action

This week we are going to use some of the ideas from ‘Wombat 
Goes Walkabout’ to help us write an Australian animal poem.

We are going to choose different Australian animals, describe 
them and what they do.

What type of words can we use to describe action or what 
something does?

Verbs and Adverbs



Verbs and Adverbs

For each animal in the story, I have made a note of the verbs 
used to describe what they can do.

For example:

Kookaburra – flies, loops the loop

Your task is to add some more verbs and 

adverbs to describe what each animal does

so it makes it more interesting:

For example:

glides silently            flaps quickly

.       



Planning sheet

Write them down on the planning sheet so you can use them later in the 

week.

Add some adjectives to describe the animal as well.



Verbs and adverbs

Wallaby  - hops, skips, jumps

Your idea….

Possum – hangs upside down, swings by her tail

Your ideas…

Emu – scampers, scoots in circles

Your ideas…


